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ALAN CHEN’S ANSWER TO PJM COMMENTS
We respectfully request that the Commission consider the following two brief points in
response to the comments PJM recently filed in this case (if the Commission determines it is
appropriate to consider PJM’s comments).
First, PJM’s views about distributing disgorgement funds are premature and seem to be
premised on a misunderstanding of the Commission’s process in FPA civil penalty cases where
the respondent opts for federal district court proceedings. PJM appears to think that, if the
Commission does not dismiss the matter at the show-cause phase, this case will proceed to
judicial review after a Commission order on the merits addressing disgorgement, like the mine
run of cases typically do, outside of the FPA enforcement context. For example, PJM asks the
Commission to “suspend any requirement that PJM distribute the refunds, and direct or allow
PJM to hold the disgorgement in escrow.” Comments at 4. According to PJM, it should not be
required to distribute disgorgement funds unless and until there is judicial finality on
disgorgement.
In this case, however, a different path lays ahead. If the Commission issues an order
assessing civil penalties, that order will have no binding effect. Instead, once the respondents
decline to pay the proposed sanctions, the Commission must institute an action in federal district
court under FPA section 31(d)(3)(B). In that case, the Commission will seek an order and
judgment from the district court on the civil penalty assessment, as well as any requirement for
disgorging allegedly unjust profits from the conduct at issue. See, e.g., Complaint at 25, FERC

v. Barclays, No. 13-02093 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 9, 2013) (requesting relief including “an order
requiring Respondent Barclays to disgorge the unjust profits it obtained as a result of its illegal
manipulative scheme”); Complaint at 22, FERC v. Lincoln Paper & Tissue, LLC, No. 13-13056
(D. Mass. Dec. 2, 2013) (same); Complaint at 23, FERC v. Silkman, No. 13-13054 (D. Mass
Dec. 2, 2013) (same). We reserve all rights to challenge any such request for court relief, but the
Commission’s past practice highlights PJM’s mistaken assumption
Second, we find it interesting that PJM is asking Enforcement to “provide PJM with a
breakdown of the amount to be disgorged on an hourly basis, per Operating day.” Comments at
3.

Apparently no one—not even Enforcement—has yet to identify, in any granular way,

precisely which transactions Enforcement considers manipulative at which points in time. That
glaring lack of specificity reflects Enforcement’s overall vagueness about where the line is
drawn between manipulative and non-manipulative up-to congestion trades, and when that line
was drawn there.
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